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Structure of this presentation

• Objectives
• An overview of realist review as an approach
• The underpinning assumptions of realist reviews
• Examples of when they might they be useful
• Over to Maura for details from our current review
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Objectives

By the end of this presentation hopefully you will 
have an understanding of:

• what a realist review is (and is not)
• the underpinning assumptions of realist reviews
• when a realist review might be useful
• When ‘thinking like a realist’ may be helpful



What is realist review?
• Realist review / synthesis = secondary research

(Realist evaluation = primary research)
• Realist reviews:

– have more of an explanatory rather than judgmental focus.
– are based on a realist philosophy of science (ontology).
– look for mechanisms and middle-range theories.
– test and build these theories.
– are iterative.
– look to answer the ‘How?’, ‘Why?’, ‘For whom?’, ‘To what 

extent?’ and ‘In what circumstances?’
• Helpful in making sense of interventions and 

programmes that are complex and have outcomes that 
are context dependent.



Programmes or interventions in health are 
complex
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A simplified diagram of a ‘complex’ intervention

Intervention

e.g. a multi-disciplinary team working in 
the community



1944 - 2014

REALISM

Context + Mechanism = Outcome
A way of thinking about:

• how the world is constituted

• causation

• theories

• data

• why lessons are transferable



Generative causation

• Causation
– Mechanisms may be defined as:

• “…underlying entities, processes, or structures which operate in 
particular contexts to generate outcomes of interest.”*

• The way in which a programme’s resources or opportunities 
interact with the reasoning of individuals and lead to changes in 
behaviour.

– Mechanisms:
• Are usually hidden.
• Are sensitive to variations in context.
• Generate outcomes.

*Astbury B, Leeuw F. Unpacking Black Boxes: Mechanisms and Theory Building in Evaluation American Journal 
of Evaluation 2010 31(3):363-381
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Diagrammatic representation of a well refined realist programme theory
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Programme theory - an abstracted description and/or diagram that lays out what a 
programme (or family of programmes or intervention) comprises and how it is 
expected to work

Clarifying concepts …
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CMO and middle-range theory
• Hence…

Context + Mechanism = Outcome

• Mechanisms are one of the 
building blocks of middle-
range theories.

• Middle-range theories 
explain how and why the 
context limits and influences 
mechanisms.

Context influences
which mechanisms
‘fire’.

Intervention
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Realist review: A type of theory driven systematic review

Refined 
programme 

theory

Search for evidence
Develop, pilot and 

refine search
Screening

Article selection
Relevance

Rigour

Extracting and 
organising data

Synthesising the 
evidence (and drawing 

conclusions)

Iteratively develop 
and provide 

recommendations

Start
Review questions

General design
Designing the review

Formulating the initial 
programme theory

ADAPTED FROM: PROTOCOL - Interventions to improve antimicrobial prescribing of doctors in training: the IMPACT (IMProving Antimicrobial presCribing of doctors in Training) realist 
review. Geoff Wong, Nicola Brennan, Karen Mattick, Mark Pearson, Simon Briscoe, Chrysanthi Papoutsi BMJ Open 2015;5:e009059 

* if necessary

*

Training materials:
www.ramesesproject.org



Benefits of thinking like a realist

Encourages you to:
• question the assumptions behind any intervention or 

programme
(i.e. what is the programme theory?)

• ask why something ‘works’?
(i.e. what is causing this to work?)

• consider when and for whom it might ‘work’?



John A Ford et al. BMJ Open 2016;6:e010652

©2016 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group

Example 1 of the benefit of thinking like a realist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCc20BifI5k&t=5s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCc20BifI5k&t=5s


Context–mechanism–outcome configuration for problem identified.

John A Ford et al. BMJ Open 2016;6:e010652
©2016 by British Medical Journal Publishing Group

Example 1 of the benefit of thinking like a realist



Wong et al. BMC Public Health 2011, 11:222

Example 2 of the benefit of thinking like a realist



Wong et al. BMC Public Health 2011, 11:222

Example 2 of the benefit of thinking like a realist



Summary

• Realist reviews enable reviewers to use a broad range of 
different data sources (e.g. qualitative and quantitative) to 
make sense of context sensitive complex interventions.

• They are based on a realist understanding of how the 
world works (realist philosophy of science).

• It is this view of how the world works that enables us to 
make sense of context sensitive complex interventions.

• Understanding this realist philosophy of science is the first 
step in understanding realist reviews.



Thank you for listening and over to Maura

Discussion list:
RAMESES on JISCM@il – www.jiscmail.ac.uk/RAMESES

Training materials:
The RAMESES Projects – www.ramesesproject.org

Oxford University training course on Realist Review and Realist 
Evaluation (RR&RE) – more details: goo.gl/4vuqC8

http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/RAMESES
http://www.ramesesproject.org/
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